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In the area of physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and prevention (PRP) [136],
for example, motion-based games for the support of existing treatments and
exercises [119] have been explored for a wide range of target groups, such as
older adults [10, 39, 53, 149, 155], people with Parkinson's disease [11, 110, 134],
children with cerebral palsy [45, 68, 74], people in stroke recovery [6, 29, 38, 156],
and more [52], with many positive indications [62, 72, 102, 124]. Other application
scenarios cover a broad range from surgeon education [61], over public health
information [47], to personal hygiene and nutrition [14], as well as cognition and
mental health [7, 10, 51].

Independent of the speci�c application area, games for health o�er three
central pillars of potential [135] which also apply to serious games in general.
Most prominently, they have the potential to (1) motivate players to perform
tasks that they might otherwise be less motivated to perform by employing a
playful, game-like, or fully game-style mixture of design, reward structures, game
mechanics, and storytelling. However, due to their interactive nature, serious
games can also o�er (2) guidance and feedback regarding the task at hand that
might otherwise not be available, thereby potentially improving task execution
and minimizing the risk of mal-executions. Lastly, next to momentary feedback
for guidance, serious games (e.g. for health) can also provide tools to support
the (3) analysis of user performance over time, which can help with forming a
more objective picture of individual progress.

In order to utilize these potentials, games for health need to be carefully
designed to match the respective use case and target group. To this end, user-
centered iterative design and participatory approaches are frequently applied.
However, since iterative design usually targets average users from a larger group,
and since the target groups of games for health are often composed of individu-
als with very heterogeneous abilities and needs, methods for personalization via
adaptability and adaptivity are required if the use of the potentials is to be op-
timized (cf. also Streicher and Smeddinck on Personalized and Adaptive Serious
Games in this volume). While adaptability and adaptivity [17] in the context
of health applications are a topic that has been covered by research for many
years, recent advancements in the mobility, ubiquitous availability, and inter-
subjectivity of the analysis of sensor data and user performances allow for much
more comprehensive and contextually grounded data analysis and user model
construction. In turn, these developments facilitate more densely evidence-based
and quantitatively stable decision-making.

Besides the potential of playful methods and games in health which moti-
vates research and development, there is also considerable economic pressure
that is visible in auspicious market estimations [124]. Despite the positive out-
look, games for health developments are often held back by challenges such as
the complexity of clinical validations, the need to compete with high-quality
game productions, limited evaluation methods, regulatory hurdles, and limited
acceptance of playfulness in professional and serious contexts. Due to the inter-
disciplinarity in the research and development of games for health, which involve
game designers, researchers, and professionals, as well as due to the dual role of
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players that are often patients with primary and secondary interests that di�er
both from those of regular gamers and between individuals, various complex
and interdependent challenges arise. At the same time, a wide range of design
and research methods have been tested in the context of games for health and
some guidelines are beginning to emerge together with informative application
examples.

The remainder of this chapter will provide detailed discussions of the topics
that were summarized in this introduction and aims to leave the reader with
an initial broad understanding of the state of the art, the central challenges,
technical and methodological approaches, and avenues for future work, allowing
for directed further reading and exploration of this comparatively young and yet
broad and challenging research area.

1.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter is structured as follows:

Foundations of Games for Health A summary of the foundations that sup-
port a further discussion of the topic, including the terminology, the relation to
eHealth, the central promises of games for health, a brief discussion of theories
of motivation that are closely tied to games for health and serious games as
a whole, heterogeneity as a central challenge in the design, development, and
evaluation of games for health, as well as an overview of considerations on types
and classes of games for health.

Designing Games for Health A discussion of important aspects of the design
of games for health, such as the importance of user and expert involvement, the
perspective on player abilities as resources, considering levels of gami�cation and
the importance of stories, as well as general approaches to evaluations.

Games for Health Examples and Illustration The section contains a sum-
mary of seminal work together with a discussion of the progression of three
consecutive games for health projects that serves to illustrate practical chal-
lenges, approaches to these challenges, design and implementation strategies,
intermediate evaluations, and the respective outcomes that occurred during the
practical research and development of motion-based games for health projects.

Challenges with Designing and Researching GFH A summary of com-
mon challenges that occur when researching, designing, and implementing games
for health, ranging from interdisciplinary and multiple party interests, over het-
erogeneous target groups and the need for adaptability and adaptivity, to safety,
practical integration, long-term situated evaluation, and ethics, data privacy, as
well as regulatory concerns.
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Current Trends and Open Research Questions A brief outlook on promis-
ing avenues for currently breaking and future work.

Conclusion, Outlook, and Further Reading This chapter closes with a
general summary of the content and the outlook, together with a brief list of
recommended related work for further reading and online resources that contain
further information on the topic of games for health.

2 Foundations of Games for Health

Games and playful elements have been used for serious purposes in health even
before the appearance of computer or video games. Examples range from colorful
illustrations in eye-sight tests for children to analogies such as �holding one's arms
up like branches of a tree�, or �hopping like a frog� in kinesiatric therapy. The
potential transfer from employing the motivational power of traditional (non-
video) games and playful elements for health purposes to employing computer or
video games instead has been recognized even in very early video game research
literature. Crawford [35], for example, highlights physical or mental exercise as
a secondary motivation to play games that is rooted in the evolutionary bene�ts
of engaging in such exercises.

Since the early conceptual references, games for health has not been the only
term used to describe the application of computer or video games for serious
purposes related to health. An overview of common terminology, including def-
initions that this chapter relies upon and relating the most central terms to
each other, thus lays the foundation for the following sections on the founda-
tions of games for health. The central promises of games for health are covered
in a separate section, as well as the foundations from motivational psychology
that are frequently employed in serious games and general game research and
design. The central challenges stemming from the heterogeneous abilities and
needs of target groups of games for health, the interdisciplinary nature of games
for health research, design, and development, as well as the interests of various
parties involved with creating and using games for health are also discussed. Fur-
thermore, general eHealth is discussed as a larger related context for games for
health together with central approaches in GFH, a structure for the types and
classes of GFH, and a gami�cation continuum to provide a further delimitation
of GFH from related approaches.

2.1 Terminology

The Games for Health Project1 de�nes games for health simply as �game tech-
nologies that improve health and the delivery of health care� [115]. GFH are
sometimes referred to as serious games for health. Since the term serious is

1 Games for Health Project: http://www.gamesforhealth.org/
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redundant, the addition can be abandoned. The term health games is used syn-
onymously. Other less common terms that are used synonymously are eHealth
games [34], digital health games [18, 24], healthy gaming [25], and more. In order
to avoid fragmentation of the �eld, it appears advisable to consider whether the
term games for health may be used in future discourse. Other terms such as
exergames, �tness games, virtual rehabilitation, kinesiatric games, motion-based
games for health, mental health games, or cognition games are sometimes used
synonymously, although they can arguably be seen to describe speci�c subclasses
of GFH (here: di�erent physical and mental health targets).

The terms gami�ed health, health gami�cation, or alternatively gHealth bring
the aspect of gami�cation into the terminology and are not easily dismissed
since they do arguably match the de�nition provided for GFH above. Since the
debate on gami�cation and games is not the topic of this chapter, this text
operates on the premise that both approaches re�ect di�erent angles of the
same concept of using game technologies [44] to improve health and the delivery
of health care: While gami�ed health highlights the underlying serious purpose
and application as the origin to which gami�cation elements can be added to a
variable degree, GFH highlights the motivational potential of fully �edged games
which can encompass a certain range of serious health purposes.

While games for health can often also be games for behavior change [48,
65] or persuasive games [111], those two classes encompass many other applica-
tion areas. Moreover, GFH can also be non-persuasive and not tailored towards
behavior change (as for example in many GFH that support the education or
training of health care professionals [14]). There is, however, considerable overlap
between education or learning games that target professional or public educa-
tion in health related areas and educational or learning games for health that
is di�cult to avoid since the framing usually depends on the professional back-
grounds of the researchers or game designers. It is therefore important to be
aware of the various angles that di�erent researchers, designers, developers, and
GFH projects can take regarding the same core subject matter.

2.2 Background in eHealth

Games for health are rooted in both (serious) games and health information tech-
nology applications. The latter are also frequently referred to as eHealth. The
eHealth �eld is currently growing rapidly, fueled by an increased connectivity of
devices and services, as well as by growth in the areas of mobile devices and other
a�ordable multi-sensor devices with access to powerful data processing. Mobile
eHealth applications exist for a large range of application areas ranging from
diagnostics, over education and information or health service localization and
promotion, to activity tracking and the active support of treatments. Although
the integration in widespread public health treatment is often still experimental
[100], more than 31,000 applications were reportedly available on app markets by
2014 [97]. In an example of a rather developed eHealth market segment, a num-
ber of tracking platforms for exercising and �tness have been established (e.g.
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Strava, RunTastic, RunKeeper, Nike Plus, MyFitnessPal, etc.) [88]. These ap-
plications support a wide range of di�erent sports and health activities, but they
usually do not incorporate speci�c health treatments and they are limited to the
support of selected consumer tracking devices. However, many applications tai-
lored to speci�c and often complex medical devices, such as robotic walking aids
or exoskeletal hands for rehabilitation [116], are currently being researched and
developed. The notable involvement in existing or upcoming eHealth platforms
of all big players in digital technology, namely Apple, Google, and Microsoft [94]
shows that eHealth is a considerable market.

While digital health applications are already being used by more than 30%
of all US adults [88], there is still a lack of clinical research, especially regarding
the usage of the platforms that encompass multiple health related activities [21,
88]. Despite this widespread lack of clear scienti�c evidence, many consumers are
willing to pay for existing applications, even in cases where manual data entry
is required [94]. Due to the growing number of integrated sensors and their pro-
cessing and connective capabilities, smartphones (and to a certain extent tablets
and digital watches) are becoming the primary devices for eHealth platforms and
their interfaces. This, of course, raises a need of ethical and lawful data storage
and processing [118], which also applies to most GFH.

2.3 Promises of Games for Health

In the context of motion-based games for the support of physiotherapy, reha-
bilitation, and prevention, three central areas of potential bene�ts of employing
game technology have been identi�ed in a classi�cation that arguably generalizes
to motion-based games for health (MGH), GFH, and even serious games as a
whole. These three �promises� are motivation, guidance, and analysis [103, 135].

Motivation: Game technology enables entertaining and captivating experi-
ences that can motivate players to perform actions, even if these actions are
repetitive, strenuous, or straight out undesirable to a considerable extent. This
is clearly evidenced by behaviors such as grinding in games, where players will-
ingly accept long stretches of tiring and repetitive activities due to the promise
of following rewards. In GFH this can mean, for example, that patients can be
motivated to perform the often strenuous and repetitive exercises that are re-
quired for successful physiotherapy or rehabilitation. In the context of health
professional education, games or a playful approach can motivate surgeons to
perform a large number of simulator trials whilst staying focused despite being
aware of the unreal nature of the procedure. A speci�c example of a GFH that
makes use of a broad range of motivating game elements is Valedo [81].

Guidance: The interactive nature of digital applications paired with sensing
and feedback modalities as well as analytic abilities allow for guiding the players
regarding the quality and safety of their target activity performance. In the
context of MGH this can mean that players are informed when they fail to assume
the proper stance or pose during a physiotherapy exercise and that corrections
can be o�ered, potentially avoiding mal-executions and injuries, especially in
situations where no professional support would otherwise be available, such as
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in the frequent use case of exercising at home. The same principle can apply to a
professional health game for surgeon training that could facilitate training with
less (or without immediate) supervision. Speci�c examples can be found in the
visual body representations with highlights and shapes outlining go-to positions
or postures in the VirtualRehab Body [150] and Re�exion Health [1] systems.

Analysis: GFH are usually deployed on platforms with rich information pro-
cessing capabilities and Internet connectivity, making data aggregation across
sessions (and potentially also across di�erent users) possible. Thus, the regular
and prolonged usage of GFH allows for the objective analysis of the development
of individuals with regard to speci�c game performances, and sometimes even
regarding general abilities, which can be useful for individual users and profes-
sional personnel alike. In the context of motion-based games for the support of
physiotherapy, for example, it is usually di�cult for patients and therapists to
gain an objective impression of patient performance and development between
practice visits. MGH can deliver objective data for the time between practice
visits, where therapists previously had to rely solely on patients' self-reports
[148]. Users of professional learning GFH and their educators can likewise bene-
�t from developmental overviews and grounded projections. Practical examples
can be found in many patient and professional information interfaces for games
for health and in personalized reports, such as the development reports targeting
parents that are available in the game Meister Cody (transl.: Master Cody) by
Kasaa Health, which focuses on children with dyscalculia [90, 91].

Fig. 1. Three central areas of potential bene�ts of GFH; after [103, 135].

Considering the wide scope of these promises, it is important to recognize
that any speci�c GFH does not have to implement all of them to the full extent,
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since GFH are already successful in beating many baselines that are de�ned
by the most common approaches to real-world situated health applications. For
example, as Uzor et al. show [148], the current standard in many kinesiatric
therapy applications for practicing at home is to provide patients with a sheet
of paper with some instructive images and a description of how to perform
exercises. It was shown that this practice leads to patients performing exercises in
a suboptimal or even malicious manner, miscounting their repetitions, forgetting
whole sets of exercises, misreporting to therapists, etc. [148]. It is clearly apparent
that the potential in data recording and analysis of MGH o�er opportunities
for improvements regarding these problems. On a similar note, the inter-rater
variance of movement quality judgements between therapists has been shown to
be considerably high [114], meaning that di�erent therapists, for reasons such
as di�erent schooling or professional foci, may judge the quality of a certain
movement execution by a patient considerably di�erently. The objective data
gathered by GFH and analyses based on such data have the potential to o�er
improvements with regard to such issues as well.

While these potential areas of bene�t certainly validate research and de-
velopment e�orts in GFH, it is important to underline that the potentials are
frequently abused to exaggerate the practical bene�ts of GFH and even to chal-
lenge the relevance of human health professionals. As the following sections re-
garding challenges of GFH will show, it is much more reasonable to approach
research and development regarding GFH with an aim at augmenting the avail-
able palette of tools for supporting health and the delivery of health care. Health
professionals will likely continue to play a central role in steering the general di-
rection of treatments and in assuring the adequacy of using speci�c GFH with
apt con�gurations. In any case, the research and development of GFH involves
considerable challenges. In the context of the foundations of GFH, an awareness
of the psychological basis of motivation and employing existing theories based
on an understanding of the implications of widely varying individual abilities,
needs, and the resulting game and exercise performance skills, is key to successful
GFH projects.

2.4 Theories on Motivation and Games for Health

Related work in GFH references the same foundations that are frequently relied
upon in general serious games and game user research. Perhaps most promi-
nently, the theory of �ow is used to explain how games can motivate players to
become so engaged that they are apparently completely drawn `out of their bod-
ies' and `into a play session' [36]. While �ow theory encompasses analog play and
many other activities that can induce the arguably highly intrinsically motivated
state of �ow that supports the execution of evolutionarily bene�cial activities
[36], it has been connected to digital games both by Csikszentmihalyi [37] and
other authors (e.g. [32]). From a number of requirements that can facilitate a
state of �ow [36], the balance between the skills of a player and the challenges
presented (by the game), is most frequently employed in order to illustrate the
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game design challenge of creating adequate tasks and exercises that match a
given player at a given time.

Concerning GFH, Sinclair et al. [129] have presented the important argument
that in motion-based applications for exercise and health, the balance between
player skills and game challenges exceeds the traditional focus on digital game
design and mechanics, and the balance between physical abilities of a player and
the challenges presented plays an equally important role (see �gure 2) [130]. It is
also due to the interwoven nature of cognitive and physical activity in motion-
based games for health that they are almost intrinsically of a dual-task nature
[113]. Dual-tasks have been shown to be more bene�cial than either cognitive or
motor training alone [27]. The dual-�ow approach to the balance of skills and
challenges can be generalized to highlight the need to consider any physicality or
otherwise expressed ability or skill that is directly linked to the e�ectiveness of
an intended outcome of any GFH (not only motion-based) or serious game. For
example, if mental skills are the serious focus in a GFH, the balance between
player skill and presented challenges regarding these skills must be considered
in addition to any balance of challenges and skills related to the playful or game
elements employed in the GFH. Arguably, in many well integrated GFH there is
an overlap between these two areas; however, both views are important angles
of consideration during game design and for game user research in the context of
games with serious purposes that are to be implemented in an e�ective manner
while maintaining the motivating power of (adequately challenging) game play.

Fig. 2. The dual-�ow model for exergames; a generalized adaptation of the model after
Sinclair et al. [130].
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In these terms, it is also apparent that this perspective can be connected
to the three central promises of GFH, where motivation corresponds to attrac-
tiveness, and guidance and analysis are linked to e�ectiveness (momentary and
prolonged).

As another approach on motivation, self-determination theory (SDT) [41] is
increasingly being used in the context of games, serious games, and GFH. Sum-
marizing in plain terms, SDT as a need satisfaction theory states that three
basic human needs must be ful�lled in order to support intrinsic motivation via
a self-determination motive: competence (the need to feel competent at things
we do), autonomy (the need to feel free in our decisions and goal selection),
and relatedness (the need to feel related and socially connected to other peo-
ple). Rigby and Ryan [121, 123] have convincingly established the application of
SDT in games, while SDT has also been successfully employed in the context of
sports / exercising and general health behavior motivation. It is therefore a very
interesting tool in the context of GFH and MGH. Psychometric instruments con-
structed on the basis of SDT, such as the intrinsic motivation inventory [104]
or the player experience of need satisfaction questionnaire [122] can not only
supply game researchers and designers with validated measures of motivation,
but also shed light on the subscales of motivation that often show additional
telling trends under experimental manipulation [19, 20, 136].

Fig. 3. Competence, autonomy, and relatedness needs satisfaction combined facilitate
the self-determination motive. After Deci et al. [41].

While stemming from di�erent schools, �ow theory and SDT do recognize
each other and research could bene�t from the simultaneous use of both theories
despite their similar foci. While SDT focuses mainly on the basic premises that
shape a self-determination motive that enables intrinsic motivation in the �rst
place, �ow theory is mostly concerned with questions around how a momentary
situation of very strong intrinsic motivation arises and how it can be maintained
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[139]. Thus, both approaches can make important contributions to dissecting
the overall perception of motivation in research on GFH. Likewise, Denis and
Jouvelot [42] have suggested a model that relies on SDT, however, they establish
motivation in the context of games as a balance of challenge and skills in a
manner akin to the application of �ow theory in the context of games [32].

Fig. 4. Intrinsic motivation as a balance between challenges and skills. Adapted from
learning games to exergames, following the original model by Denis and Jouvelot [42].

Drawing from the classi�cation of motivational qualities into (a) intrinsic
motivation, which relates to the push to act freely and on one's own volition,
(b) extrinsic motivation, which relates to factors external to the activity itself,
leading an actor to be willing to perform an activity, and (c), amotivation, which
describes the absence of motivation [40], Denis and Jouvelot construct a model
that suggests a central corridor of intrinsically motivated states which only arise
in a state of balance between challenges and skills. Prepending the notion of the
duality of dual-�ow, the model can also be expanded into a dual-balance model
where a second corridor is constructed around the physical activity (replacing
learning with exercising, as indicated in �gure 4), for the case of motion-based
GFH, or around the respective serious target outcome in the case of other GFH
or serious games.

A third prominent motivational theory that is employed in the context of
serious games is self-e�cacy [12]. Self-e�cacy, or the extent of one's belief in
one's own ability to complete tasks and reach goals, has been linked as a predic-
tor to completing health related tasks and goals, and has also been used in the
context of games [141]. While the construct is helpful in principle, it does not
lend itself to comparative reasoning as readily as SDT, since it is recommended
to construct customized measures for independent use cases [13]. However, since
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motivation and feedback play explicit roles in self-e�cacy, it can provide insight-
ful perspectives in GFH research and development.

While motivation is important, the challenge of researching and creating suc-
cessful GFH exceeds the aspect of momentary or prolonged motivation to engage
with activities that have some direct or indirect health bene�t. The goal is often
to persuade users into �rst starting a treatment or change, and to trigger last-
ing behavior change. Models and approaches from persuasive applications design
[112] and behavior change [48] have been used in the context of serious games
[14, 147] and provide further background on these broader concerns. We do not
provide a more detailed discussion of these approaches, since they are discussed
in other chapters of this volume.

2.5 The Central Challenge of Games for Health

Due to heterogeneity on multiple levels, in addition to user and use case centered
design, �exible yet e�cient adaptability and adaptivity to create optimized ex-
periences for groups or personalized experiences and outcomes for individuals, is
the arguably most central challenge around GFH. It is also the reason why com-
mercial mass market games can only rarely be used successfully as GFH. Typical
monolithic and coarse di�culty settings like �easy�, �medium�, and �hard� do not
allow for the required level of �exibility. This challenge stems from the strong
di�erences in capabilities and needs of GFH users, which - in turn - result from
a number of aspects.

Heterogeneous Application Areas. As argued above, GFH are being researched
and developed for use in widely di�erent application areas. Still, GFH often
target multiple application scenarios within the same application area, which
can require notable adjustments.

Heterogeneous Target Groups. Sometimes, application areas or scenarios are tied
to a very speci�c demographic sub-group, such as people within a certain age
range (young children, children, adolescents, young adults, or older adults [109],
or frail older adults [55]), or people of a speci�c social, cultural, or economic
status. Oftentimes, however, a GFH will be aiming to encompass multiple of
these groups with the resulting requirement to allow for enough �exibility to
cater to the respective abilities and needs of their individual members.

Heterogeneous Individuals. Even within speci�c target groups and sub-groups,
individuals frequently have strongly di�erent abilities and needs. For example,
due to increasing variance in age-related a�ictions and related physical and men-
tal abilities, older adults of similar age can be very di�erent from one another.
In another example, strong di�erences e.g. in the range of motion of di�erent
players of a game for the support of therapy for Parkinson's disease patients
were recorded and discussed (cf. �gure 5 which illustrates di�erences in motion
dynamics and range of motion in two players)[134].
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Fig. 5. A series of images of participants in a study of motion-based games for the
support of physiotherapy for Parkinson's disease patients [134]. One participant (left)
shows a notably smaller range of motion, and less dynamic movement than the other
(right).

Games have been shown to have the potential of positive impacts on inter-
generational acceptance [146] and social integration [26, 101]. Social interaction
around games and multiplayer situations between members of heterogeneous
target groups require careful consideration and often times additional �exibility,
or even di�erent approaches to adaptability and adaptivity altogether. This was
reported, for example, in a study by Gerling et al. [56], which gives insight into
how visible adaptations for balancing between two players of a local multiplayer
game led to adverse results in homogeneous player pairs. Further results indicate
that such adjustments are much more readily accepted in notably heterogeneous
player pairs (in this case wheelchair users playing with non-wheelchair users; cf.
�gure 6).

Fig. 6. Two photos taken as part of a study of the impact of di�erent levels of visibility
of di�culty adjustments on player performance and experience with di�erent results in
dyads of players with more homogeneous abilities (right), compared to dyads of players
with rather heterogeneous abilities (left).

Heterogeneous Interested Parties. In addition to the challenges mentioned above,
a number of di�erent parties act with di�erent interests, needs and abilities in
the larger ecosystems that GFH must function in. Next to the players or patients
(a complex duality in and of itself), professionals, such as doctors, therapists,
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care givers, or professional educators, may interact with the games or with in-
formation and settings interfaces for the games. Family members and other rel-
atives, such as parents, or other guardians of the core users are often involved.
Lastly, game makers, developers, designers, artists, system administrators, and
researchers (from a wide range of disciplines, such as game design, computer
science, medical science, therapy, sports science, psychology, storytelling, etc.)
are also part of the development and release ecosystem of GFH.

Drawn together, in many cases, GFH need to cater to very speci�c needs and
abilities of their players due to a broad range of heterogeneous target groups
which are themselves typically composed of people with considerable variance
regarding abilities and needs in terms of both the interaction with the game
and the interactions linked to the targeted serious outcome, as well as variance
regarding prior knowledge, and expectations of games. Next to the impact of the
application target, the social status, age, technological a�nity, and further fac-
tors, such as the interests of many di�erent user groups, must be considered when
designing, implementing, and researching GFH. Even given a proper approach to
design (cf. to section 3 on designing games for health in this chapter), this leads
to manual adaptability and automated adaptivity as central challenges (the chap-
ter on Personalized and Adaptive Serious Games by Streicher and Smeddinck in
this volume provides a detailed discussion).

2.6 Types and Classes of Games for Health

Considering the broad range of application scenarios and potential user groups,
a structured approach to the types and classes of GFH is helpful to allow for
a systematic discussion of design and development methods, as well as research
e�orts. One approach are grids with game characteristics, such as the summary
presented by Rego et al. [119] for serious games for rehabilitation. They sam-
ple related work to retrieve characteristics such as application area (motor or
cognitive), interaction technology (motion tracking, keyboard, etc.), as well as
game interface, number of players, competitive or collaborative nature, game
genre, adaptability (yes / no), progress monitoring, performance feedback, and
portability. Other, more top-down approaches generate a structure along (usage)
�elds and areas of application (cf. Table 1) [125, 52]. This taxonomy is especially
helpful when planning the design of GFH or research about GFH, since it in-
duces a conscious re�ection about the potential interests in other usage �elds
and helps with clearly de�ning areas of application.

In combination, both approaches can inform decisions and help shape dis-
course. The layers of of active GFH (i.e. used to work on a speci�c health issue)
or supportive GFH (employed for related serious targets around a speci�c health
issue) could make a useful addition. Within a motion-based GFH category, rea-
sonable sub-classes are pervasive / location-based games vs. partial-body, or full-
body motion-based games. Sawyer and Smith's class of assessment should be read
to explicitly include diagnostics [85, 143], and a sub-class of structural support
(memorizing medication schedules, playful day planning, etc.) could be added
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Table 1. A taxonomy for games for health as suggested by Sawyer and Smith [125].

Fields -> /

Areas of

Application

Personal
Professional

Practice

Research/

Academia
PublicHealth

Preventative
Exergaming

Stress

Patient

Communication
Data Collection

Public Health

Messaging

Therapeutic
Rehabilitainment

Disease Management

Pain Distraction

Cyber Physiology

Disease Management

Virtual Humans First Responders

Assessment Self-Ranking Measurement Inducement
Interface /

Visualization

Educational
First Aid

Medical Information
Skills / Training Recruitment

Management

Simulations

Informatics
Personal Health

Records

Electronic Health

Records
Visualization Epidemiology

to the informatics area of application. While these taxonomy and classi�cation
e�orts can help shape a more grounded dialogue about GFH and hopefully sup-
port the transfer of �ndings, it is important to note that many GFH and GFH
systems will represent a mixture of multiple classes, and that characteristics will
be expressed to variable degrees.

3 Designing Games for Health

The usual steps of a design process as illustrated in the general context of serious
games (please confer to the respective chapters in this volume) also form the
basis of GFH design. However, as indicated in the preceding sections, GFH
introduce challenging additional aspects that require consideration. During the
design process, after having determined the target group and serious purpose, a
re�ection of the application area is helpful. Brox et al. [25] have structured this
consideration into design for education, or persuasion, or exercising. Following
the classes by Sawyer and Smith to discuss and determine primary and secondary
targets would be another option.

3.1 The Importance of User and Expert Involvement

In addition to reviewing related literature, explorative methods, such as target
group surveys, interviews, expert involvement, paper prototyping, or participa-
tory design play an important role with GFH design, since these methods make
requirements and challenges evident that designers and developers might other-
wise overlook.

Participatory design workshops can deliver insights into unexpected target
group preferences or whole alternative game concepts. For example, in a par-
ticipatory design workshop that was carried out in the context of the project
Adaptify while planning the development of games for the support of back pain
physiotherapy (see �gure 7), older participants were found to largely avoid com-
parative score or ranking displays, while younger participants highlighted their
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Fig. 7. The images show older adults during a participatory design workshop on
motion-based games for health that was carried out as a formative measure in the
currently ongoing project Adaptify [2]. The picture on the left shows participants com-
posing own game screen designs and the picture on the right shows a �nal design.
The study served the purpose of determining preferred game screen elements and ap-
proaches to embedding instructor �gures and player characters.

importance when asked to compose their own game screens using a large num-
ber of pre-printed typical game assets and pens for the inclusion of own ideas.
The same series of workshops also produced alternative approaches to interspers-
ing play sessions with storytelling content that had not been considered by the
project designers or researchers prior to the workshops.

Fig. 8. A participant enacting movement capability adjustments either on a physical
or digital manikin during a series of two studies performed in the context of the project
Adaptify. The study explored approaches to realizing e�cient and well-integrated pa-
tient movement capability con�gurations for physiotherapists [138].

In another example from the same project, therapists were involved in the
early planning stage of an application for tablet devices for con�guring motion-
based games for health. Even before a �rst digital interactive prototype was
produced, therapists were asked to enact movement capability con�gurations on
a wooden �gure in order to explore their bimanual interaction and how they
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comment on which aspects of the movement capability con�gurations are im-
portant to them (see �gure 8). While a following study with an early interactive
prototype (see �gure 8) found that a mixture of direct manipulation of a 3D
avatar with traditional input elements and clearly separated movement axes
worked best for the therapists, the early involvement of the therapist led to
the unexpected �nding that the therapists highlighted the usefulness of such a
tool for communicating with other therapists and with patients about movement
capabilities and the development of individual patients [138].

Fig. 9. The �gure illustrates that non-gamer experts and gaming experts can both
be involved to cover di�erent aspects of GFH development (here with the example of
motion-based games for health for older adults) [59].

As the game development progresses, and input from non-gaming experts
becomes available, the involvement of gaming experts can help interpreting that
information [59]. Following the application use case of MGH for older adults, �g-
ure 9 illustrates that non-gamer experts, such as doctors, therapists, and nurses,
can provide valuable contributions with their insights into common age-related
changes and impairments, giving recommendations that help designers imple-
ment bene�cial movement-based game input, and supporting game developers
throughout evaluation processes. Gamer experts, such as interaction and game
designers, can also make valuable contributions by providing insights regarding
enjoyable game mechanics, appropriate interaction schemes, etc.

3.2 Patient Abilities as Resources

Based on the model of digital games produced by Adams [5] and Fullerton et al.
[49], related work has discussed the perspective that player resources can require
special consideration with target groups such as older adults [58]. Similarly,
with games for health, players may have limited attention spans, abilities, or
special requirements that can be seen as a depletable resource in game design
(see �gure 10). This lens is often helpful when planning interactions around the
serious target of the game. In a game for mental rehabilitation, for example, the
duration for which a player can be very focused, can be seen as a resource that
may be limited, changes over time, and may yet be a central target for change
due to interacting with the game.
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Fig. 10. An extended model of digital games after Fullerton et al. [49] and Adams [5]
via [58].

3.3 Evaluation Criteria in Usability, User Experience, Playability,

Player Experience, and Accessibility

Most importantly, next to traditional game user experience outcomes, the spe-
ci�c health outcomes of a GFH matter. This duality of target outcomes suggests
that both should be considered in design and testing. As noted before, a theoret-
ical approach to this end is presented by Sinclair et al. [130] with the dual-�ow
framework. This work suggests a split of the general concept of �ow into psy-
chological �ow and physiological �ow, which is relevant for any motion-based
playful application. The physical �tness and abilities of any given user present
a physiological counterpart to the aspect of skill (which would likely contain el-
ements of hand-eye coordination, �ne-grained muscle control, and re�exes with
any sedentary game as well) and have to be balanced with the level of physical
challenges that are presented by the game. If the challenges exceed the physical
�tness or abilities of a player, there is an increased risk of overstraining and
injury. If the challenges notably undercut the physical �tness or abilities of the
player, there is a risk of deteriorative e�ects due to a lack of training intensity, or
at least of a lack of an impact regarding the targeted health outcomes. This has
to be considered in game design, implementation, and testing, but it also has to
be taken into account by adaptive systems for motion-based GFH. Next to the
temporal �uctuations, the general interpersonal di�erence in abilities also entail
that accessibility plays an important role in the design of (motion-based) games
for health. The question whether the game system at hand contains barriers that
could prevent users from the target group from reaping the potential bene�ts of
the application is even pre-conditional to the questions of playability and player
experience that are commonly discussed in game design literature [135]. If the
games are not accessible, any theoretical playability or player experience and
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any resulting motivation to be active or any resulting positive impact on health
cannot come to fruition.

Given that aspects of accessibility are explicitly encompassed, user-centered
design, repeated prototype testing and early pilot studies play an important role,
if the complex challenges outlined in the preceding sections are to be tackled.
GFH teams will bene�t from following the classic user-centered design cycle [64]
of analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation. However, it is important
to point out that the iterations evolve around multiple evaluative criteria (see
�gure 11).

Fig. 11. The �gure illustrates how user-centered iterative design in GFH revolves
around the four cornerstones of usability (UB), user experience (UX), playability (PB),
and player experience (PX).

Usability matters in games, because they come with menus, settings, and
controllers that are not necessarily part of the game design in terms of mechan-
ics or aesthetics, yet are elementary for facilitating unhindered game play. It is
thus useful to evaluate them with classic usability criteria such as e�ciency, ease
of use, performance, etc. Additionally, the user experience that is perceived by
the players in the interactions with the application surrounding the core game is
important. Unlike non-game applications, games, serious games, and GFH must
be designed for a good player experience as well. Player experience results from
the interaction with the core game, the game mechanics, the rewards, potential
social interactions, etc. and is measured with di�erent tools (see for example the
section on Theories on Motivation and Games for Health in this chapter) than
usability (e.g. SUS [23]) or user experience (e.g. [93]). As a fourth evaluative
focus, playability regarding the interaction with the core game itself should be
considered separately from the usability of the immediately surrounding interac-
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tions, and it is important to note that, while ine�ciencies and challenges in use
will only be tolerated to a certain level, they do not always exert a clearly neg-
ative impact as they would be from the perspective of usability, since challenge
and ine�cient behaviors are important elements of many games [139]. Lastly, it
is also helpful to recall the di�erent parties of interest introduced in the preceding
sections, which should be considered separately with regard to how important
usability (UB), user experience (UX), playability (PB), and player experience
(PX) in a speci�c GFH are, or are likely to be, to them. This overview clearly
illustrates the complexity of the iterative user-centered design approach with
GFH. Given an awareness of these challenges, however, these considerations can
help prioritize evaluations and design targets in GFH where both patients and
therapists are important target groups. While playability and player experience
are usually most important to the patients, the usability and user experience of
the interactions surrounding the core game play are of usually most important
to the therapists or other professionals.

Balancing Challenges and Ease of Use. When a game is reliably accessible,
playability frames the next set of pre-conditional design criteria that resemble
critical elements of usability. It is important to notice that classic criteria from
usability often do play a role in games, for example in interfaces, but also con-
cerning the game controls, although maximum e�ciency and e�ectiveness (as
exemplary aspects of usability) are usually not the focus of the core game me-
chanics [139]. To the contrary, since playful and/or game mechanics often evolve
around purposefully challenging the user, they can oppose the judgement by such
usability criteria. Games for health are interesting in this regard, since the serious
purpose often results in designers having to �nd compromises between providing
enjoyable game experiences and supporting the serious goals. Arguably, good
GFH designs feature core mechanics that support the serious outcomes as di-
rectly as possible. However, such solutions cannot always be found and are often
not cost-e�ective. Alternatively, approaches with a less direct integration of game
mechanics and health-related activities, such as episodic game play or game nar-
rative interwoven with temporally distinct episodes of health-related activities,
also have the potential to support improved bene�cial health outcomes compared
to non-game-based interventions.

3.4 Levels of Gami�cation and the Importance of Story

As indicated in section 2.2 on the relation of games for health to general eHealth
applications, there is no clear line that separates playful eHealth applications
from GFH. One can envision a continuous scale of gami�cation ranging from fully
serious applications to fully entertaining games, where, depending on the point
of origin, game elements or serious application elements are added or removed.
The understanding of gami�cation is often limited to rewards that are not closely
related to the remaining activities in an application. However, game mechanics,
design aesthetics, and storytelling, as viable game elements for games for health,
should all be considered during conceptualization and design. While the simple
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addition of a reward layer, such as the one illustrated in �gure 12 in playful
applications has been shown to provide measurable bene�ts [137], it can be
expected that the introduction of a broader repertoire of game elements, if done
in a harmonious fashion, can lead to more far-reaching positive impacts on game
experience and both game and health related performance.

Fig. 12. The �gure shows two examplary screenshots of a gami�ed information ap-
plication for users of electro muscle stimulation training [137]. The screen on the left
shows stimulation intensities of di�erent body parts in the last training session com-
pared to a reference session and date picker UI components for selecting the respective
sessions. The right screen shows a reward screen with a gallery of achievement badges
and a total score. Augmenting trainer discussions with small interaction sessions with
such performance-oriented applications was shown to lead to improvements in some
motivational measures.

Evidence for this hypothesis can be found, for example, in a comparative
study of di�erent levels of visual �delity about the impact on game experience
and performance in a game to support physical activity in older adults (see �gure
13). Notable di�erences only occurred when the visual �delity was reduced to a
level that made the micro-story that was inherent in the �shing scenario of the
game disappear [132].

Given the complexity of GFH design and research, the sections in this chapter
merely scratched the surface of the approaches and methods that have been
discussed. Additional design and evaluation approaches are the topic in related
work on games for health in general [16] and in related work on the various sub-
classes of GFH, such as motion-based games for health (or exergames) [108].
Many practical materials and more recent approaches and methods are shared
and discussed in various online communities on GFH (see section 8 on further
reading below).

4 Games for Health Examples and Illustration

In this chapter we do not present a survey of GFH with a strict sampling and
analysis method, since such surveys have recently been produced with a range
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Fig. 13. Four levels of visual complexity of the same game, where the abstract version
(top left) was shown to have inferior e�ects on player experience compared to the other
versions.

of foci. Ricciardi et al. [120] provide a survey of serious games in health profes-
sions, while Baranowski et al. [14] provide an overview of games with a focus
on health-related behavior change, and Kato [83] reports on various examples
of games in professional health care applications. Notably, all of these surveys
report numerous positive indications.

4.1 Seminal Work

In order to name some speci�c projects for further reading, this section highlights
GFH work of seminal character. This means that each project has considerable
novelty (usually due to the serious target), features a convincing production
quality, and is in the best case accompanied by research to supply evidence in
favor of the approach. Validated with clinical trials, the games Re-Mission one
and two, where players enter �their own bodies� to take on the �ght against
malicious cells, help improve drug administration adherence and indicators of
cancer-related self-e�cacy and knowledge in adolescents and young adults diag-
nosed with di�erent types of cancers [84]. The playful VR experience SnowWorld
[71, 72], where patients visit a world full of shades of light blue and other col-
ors associated with cold and imagery of snow and ice, has been shown to be a
potentially viable adjunctive nonpharmacologic analgesia both in the context of
wound treatment for burn victims and in dental pain control. The game Relive
[47] focuses on cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training and puts play-
ers into a compelling space station scenario with a high production quality. It
features competitive multiplayer and has been released as a free game on the
distribution platform Steam where it competes with many commercial titles. In
Project:EVO, a game created to detect and track the development of Alzheimer's
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disease, players play a �ying race type of game, in order to improve cognitive con-
trol via interference processing [10]. In the creature-care game Monster Manor,
children with type 1 diabetes are encouraged to take responsibility of controlling
their own blood sugar levels, earning them upgrades and support items for a
monster they take care of [82]. Meister Cody [90] is a game to support children
with dyscalculia [91], which features diagnostics, rich adaptability, adaptivity, as
well as therapist and parental information and control; it is currently undergoing
a large-scale trial. As an example from the large subgroup of motion-based games
for health, Valedo is a gaming system where two motion-sensors are attached to
a patient's body in order to enable full-body control of a suite of well-designed
mini games for the support of back pain movement exercises [81].

4.2 Motion-based Games for Health

The following sections illustrate the evolution of motion-based games for health
(MGH) in the exemplary therapeutic application area of physiotherapy, rehabil-
itation, and prevention (also sometimes referred to as kinesiatric games), along
the lines for three quasi-consecutive projects that were carried out at the Digital
Media Lab of the Center for Computing and Communication Technologies (TZI)
of the University of Bremen, Germany, in cooperation with students, as well as
partners from research and industry. The discussion in this chapter focuses on
approaches to � and challenges in � the general design, implementation, and
evaluation of these GFH. A separate discussion that focuses on the aspects of
adaptability and adaptivity in each project can be found in section 5.2 of the
chapter on Personalized and Adaptive Serious Games in this volume.

A Brief History of Motion-based Games for Health. First historical examples
of motion-based games for health (MGH) have been produced as early as the
1990s [89]. MGH have a close relation to exergames, which have an even longer
history, reaching back to �rst exercise bicycle and dance mat games in the 1980s
[126]. In a modern classi�cation, exergames would likely be interpreted as a
subclass of MGH with a loose medical focus on prevention. GFH experienced
a �rst small surge with the introduction of �rst sensor and input devices for
digital interactive systems for home use (i.e. the PC and gaming consoles with
dance mats). A second surge was supported by recent improvements in sensor
and interaction device technology due to low-cost and small scale sensors, sensor
fusion, and increased processing power. This has enabled a�ordable consumer
devices such as the EyeToy, the WiiMote, wearable �tness trackers, and the
Kinect, which all augment the readily available technologies for motion-tracking,
which in turn forms the basis of all motion-based games for health that aim to
be truly interactive and make use of the three basics promises of MGH.

During the second surge over roughly the last ten years, games have been
introduced to more and more application areas and target groups. While ex-
ergames had been created early on to focus on the young target audiences that
were already accustomed to video games, and consumer releases for younger au-
diences are already commonplace and reach large international markets, di�erent
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target groups have recently stood in the focus of a growing number of projects
[120, 14, 83]. Positive indications have been found with GFH for a wide range
of target groups, such as stroke patients, children with cerebral palsy, people
with multiple sclerosis, or more general groups, like older adults (cf. to the in-
troduction and the background sections of this chapter). This line of work can
also be seen as a continuation of explorations of virtual reality (VR) applica-
tions in the respective application areas, such as hand function rehabilitation for
people recovering from stroke [79]. As with other GFH, personalization through
adaptability and adaptivity remains an important challenge, although promising
advantages over traditional approaches, e.g. for instructing exercise executions,
have already been demonstrated. In the case of exercise instructions, exercise
executions at home were performed at a more adequate speed [148].

Project 1: WuppDi WuppDi, the �rst project at the TZI Digital Media Lab
at the University of Bremen targeting motion-based games for health focused
on supporting physiotherapy for people with Parkinson's disease (PD) [11]. PD
is a non-reversible progressive neurodegenerative condition that a�ects many
motor-related functions with symptoms such as balance problems, rigidity, and
tremor. Physiotherapy is an important element of the long-term treatment of the
disease. However, the frequent exercising sessions are often perceived as boring,
and the slowly reduced abilities over time can lead to frustration, endangering
a continued treatment. It is apparent how the three areas of potential of GFH,
motivation, guidance, and feedback, appear valuable in the context of PD. Since
the patients were largely older adults and had little experience with video games,
it was assumed that games would have to be designed speci�cally for the use
case. This decision was supported by informal trials of commercially available
motion-based games with members of the target group. The games were found
to be mostly overstraining and confusing.

An iterative user-centered design approach was employed from the beginning,
including therapists and patients in exploratory discussion rounds and early
prototype testing. Figure 14 shows the start screen of the game suite with the
�nal selection of mini games, which were all designed around the scenario of
fairy tales. That scenario had been determined to have positive associations
and to be motivating for most patients. A number of earlier prototypes were
abandoned, some since they were found to be too fast, or require motion patterns
that were too complex, some due to less expected factors, such as the perceived
violence of smashing bugs in one prototype. Overall, the �nal prototypes were
perceived to be fun and motivating by both patients and therapists. However,
it was also found that no single game �t the abilities and needs of all patients
during evaluation sessions and it was concluded that the games, which featured
traditional di�culty selection via di�erent levels of di�culty, could be improved
by realizing more �exible (adaptable) and potentially (automatically) adaptive
implementations. Patients were also found to require close guidance, even after
detailed video instructions had been added to the game suite, and all feedback in
the games was tuned to focus on positive advancements. The focus on exclusively
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positive feedback was chosen since patients often lacked con�dence and could be
demotivated by negative feedback (e.g. �You Lose!�), although such feedback is
a common element in regular video games.

Fig. 14. The game selection screen and screenshots of all �ve �nal prototypes in the
WuppDi suite of games for the support of physiotherapy for PD patients.

The common and familiar theme of fairy tales was noted to reduce anxiety in
some patients and attempts at hiding unnecessarily visible technical equipment
(e.g. dangling connector cables) also appeared to reduce aversions towards inter-
acting with the applications. Next to the need for personalization, shortcomings
in tracking accuracy, accessibility, and playability for some patients were also
identi�ed as avenues for further improvements. Follow-up studies employing the
WuppDi games informed the following projects by investigating the impact of
various factors and manipulations on player performance and experience. The
studies included topics such as adaptability with calibration and adaptivity via
threshold heuristics [134], visual complexity [132], the role of rhythm and timing
[95], rewards and achievements [142], and cooperative multiplayer e�ects [67].

Project 2: Spiel Dich Fit und Gesund On the basis of the lessons from
the WuppDi project, and given the strong positive response expressed not only
by PD patients, their relatives, and therapists, but also through notable public
interest and requests by therapists for similar programs for other target groups,
the project Spiel Dich �t und gesund (SDF), which translates roughly to �play
to become �t and healthy�, was set up to focus on exploring the use of MGH for
older adults. Gerontologists and social care workers had suggested that games
similar to those that they had seen as part of the WuppDi suite of games for peo-
ple with PD could work well for general movement motivation with older adults.
Thus, a suite of games was envisioned around the cornerstones of supporting
motivation to improve upper body movement, �exibility, and balance, as well
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as exploring general movement motivation, cognitive training, and MGH with a
strong musical, or rhythm and timing component. The possibility to personalize
the games to individual users was also an integral part of the concept.

Older Adult Gamers. In opposition to the common assumption that computer
or video games do not play a role in the day to day life of older adults, research
has shown that many older adults do play games [78], although their preferences
di�er from those of younger target groups. Video games had even been considered
for potential cognitive training bene�ts for older adults as early as 1983 [154].
Furthermore, recent research indicates that older adults have a strong interest
in games that they credit with a reasonable potential of helping with improving
their physical and mental well-being [109, 134]. This encompasses so-called �mind
training� games, such as quizzes or mathematical puzzles, but increasingly also
motion-based implementations, for example of known games, such as bowling
[45]. Depending on the individual implementation and use case, such games
or playful activities have been shown to have both cognitive [7] and physical
[86] bene�ts. It can also be assumed that younger players will come to expect
to continue to be able to play sedentary and motion-based games that work
adequately for them as they age. Even today, video games as a market are often
underestimated and in some markets, as many as 20% of the regular gamers are
older than 50 years of age [28], with the average age being 35 years and the largest
market segment by age being the gamers of age 35+ with 36% (US market data
from 2012/2013) [46]. Such developments, together with the fact that the older
adult population is notably impacted by modern sedentary lifestyle, provide good
reason to suggest the exploration of MGH for the target group of older adults.

Perpetual User-Centered Iterative Design for MGH. Since related work and the
prior project had underlined the importance of user-centered iterative design in
the context of MGH, SDF was designed around that approach from the start.
The project aimed for continuous iterative testing alongside the project devel-
opment to start as soon as interactive prototypes were available. The continuous
brief iterative testing was �anked by selective, more quantitative evaluations and
comparative studies around speci�c questions that arose during the development.

Since SDF targeted the implementation of prototypes around three topic ar-
eas, namely movement activation, cognitive training, and music, rhythm, and
timing guided movement dual-tasks, the �rst year of the project started with
early brainstorming and conceptualization sessions together with experts from
social support services for older adults and experts from a game development
studio. These initial planning steps involved the creation of persona to facilitate
a guided discussion and pre-evaluation of various design approaches and con-
cepts, as well as discussions around topics such as the movement patterns that
were to be implemented, the settings or scenarios in which the players should
be placed, and potential game concepts which could serve to connect both of
the prior aspects. Early on, group interviews with attendees of various older
adult meeting centers, including the center sta�, were conducted to gather more
information regarding target group preferences regarding suggestions for game
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world scenarios, their musical taste, favored types of games, exercising, and pref-
erences regarding potential visual styles for the game prototypes. The outcomes
were largely in agreement with related work on similar sets of preferences [78,
109].

In these early explorations and throughout the iterative process of the SDF
project it was regularly challenging to �nd groups with balanced numbers of male
and female participants. While this largely represents the gender proportions
present in older adult populations, di�erences in interests and motivation of the
gender groups should still be considered if the target group de�nition does not
explicitly exclude either them. In summary, and not separating by gender, the
results hinted at �familiar scenarios�, such as a garden or a shopping mall being
frequently selected over more exotic ones. The importance of popular songs stood
out regarding musical tastes, although later on, music that was not well-known
also turned out to be accepted. Members of the target group mostly favored
classic board or card games, and those that played computer or video games
also most often reported to be playing digital versions of such classics or games
of a very similar nature. Participants were split regarding exercising with some
being regularly active and a larger portion not being active, although many said
that they had been regularly active in the past. After showing members of the
target group pictures of di�erent levels of visual complexity to determine target
design styles the responses were mixed.

Since the �delity of the visual design has a large impact on the resource al-
location in a game development project, the topic was selected for a detailed
study that was performed to gain a more nuanced understanding of the prefer-
ences and needs of the target group with regard to visual complexity. Because it
was not clear how the deterioration of vision ability with increasing age would
combine with preferences of the members of the target group and the general
setup of standing two to three meters away from a large screen for projecting
game content, the comparative within-subjects design study referenced in �g-
ure 13 was setup to compare di�erent levels of visual complexity on a continuum
from completely abstract (only clear and simple shapes) to very detailed (almost
photorealistic). In brief, regarding player experience, manipulating the presence
or absence of a micro-story (compare the �abstract� version of the game to the
other versions shown in �gure 13) was shown to have an impact on the player
experience, but strong di�erences in player experience or performance between
three levels of visual complexity that all carried the micro-story of a �shing game
were not detected [132]. For the SDF project these results led to the preference
of a reduced complexity visual style as a cost-e�cient approach. While the study
on visual complexity was carried out with modi�ed versions of non-SDF proto-
types, the �rst SDF prototypes of movement activating games set in a garden
scenario were tested early on with older adults in social meetup facilities, to
allow for pre- and post-play discussions. Further early trials were conducted in
public spaces, such as malls, which allowed for a broad exposure, testing the
reactions of heterogeneous �walk-in subjects�. Requests by a number of physio-
therapists who showed great interest in the approach of MGH led to the more
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formal de�nition of the support of their application scenarios with the target
group of older adults as a development target for SDF in order to determine the
applicability in the context of physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and prevention.

After initial user feedback and observations (both collected following loosely
structured protocols) were integrated to improve the initial prototypes, regular
bi-weekly testing sessions with roughly two to �ve participants per test run were
started in cooperation with a large physiotherapy practice to accompany the
further development and �ne-tuning. Player feedback was collected with single-
sheet questionnaire featuring smiley scales (regarding the game experience and
the experience of performing the exercises) for brevity and clarity. Therapist
feedback on their impression of interacting with the system, as well as their
evaluation of the way that the respective patients interacted with the system,
was also collected with a questionnaire accompanying each test session. The �rst
major development cycle was rounded up by interviews and discussion rounds
with therapists regarding their requests for settings and parameters to make
the games adaptable to individual users, leading to the user-centric parameters
range of motion, speed, accuracy, endurance, cognitive complexity, and resilience
being targeted for settings interfaces with a threshold-based mapping onto game
variables.

In addition to the continued iterative testing, the games were also employed
in a �rst exploratory evaluation in a nursing home. While most patients were
aware of the connection between their body movements and actions by a player
character on screen after a thorough introduction, they still required close guid-
ance or direct physical support and in many cases tracking was complicated by
obstructive devices, such as wheelchairs or walking aids, or by limitations in
the tracking of less pronounced movements. These �ndings are in line with the
limitations encountered by other researchers when attempting to employ MGH
with frail older adults [54]. Due to the challenges encountered in this exploratory
trial, the target group for SDF was limited to not include frail older adults.

Fig. 15. A screenshot of the game Sterntaler which was employed for the study of
adaptability and adaptivity in MGH for PD patients [134].
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The approach to adaptability and adaptivity in SDF was informed by a
further study based on the WuppDi (cf. section 4.2) project where three PD pa-
tients were observed during multiple consecutive sessions of play over the course
of three weeks. The study setup featured a calibration- and settings-based orig-
inal set of three parameters (range of motion, accuracy, and speed) that was
adjusted between sessions following a threshold-based rubberbanding heuristic
with prede�ned upper limits that were based on individual calibration. This
approach was found to work well in increasing the range of motion whilst main-
taining good player experience measures. Clari�cations were found to be helpful
with regard to the impact on scoring and therapists remarked that the set of pa-
rameters was rather limited, leading to the extended parameter set employed in
SDF. In further adjustments of the principle for prolonged use in SDF the single
pre-calibrated development targets were replaced with a milestone system that
enabled therapists to set development milestones with target values for all pa-
rameter settings for either individual players or groups of players. The heuristic
employed in SDF then facilitated automatic adaptation as long as the perfor-
mance was found to remain in pre-con�gured acceptable boundaries around the
current interpolated performance target at any given point in time.

With �rst prototypes of a settings and con�guration interface for therapists at
hand, usability focused testing helped with resolving general design challenges. A
small study with therapists con�rmed the adequate breadth, understandability,
and �exibility of the chosen user-centered parameter set. Since movement capa-
bility con�gurations were deemed important by the therapists, a special grid-
based settings interface was implemented that allowed therapists to con�gure
intensities of activation (ranging from full activation to complete deactivation)
of zones for the placement of interactive targets in the game (see �gure 16).

Fig. 16. Screenshots from the con�guration interface for therapists designed in the
context of the SDF project. Left: Settings are performed per player / per group on
separate controls for speed, accuracy, etc. Right: A custom grid-based component that
allows for con�guring range of motion via active or inactive motion-target zones.
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Next to the subsequent introduction of more game prototypes from the sec-
ond and third development target areas, which were tested in social meetup
facilities for older adults and in public spaces, further dedicated studies investi-
gated the impact of modality and delay of audio instructions, especially in the
games focused on rhythm and timing, the optimal activation time for motion-
based interactions with hover activated buttons for the target group, and the
preference and impact on player experience and performance of di�erent modal-
ities for instructing dance movements in a rhythm and timing game. The latter
included a comparison of instructions between dance moves shown by (a) an
instructor character that was similar in visual style to the player character (the
player character is not shown in the �gure), (b) instructions shown by icons
approaching an �action zone� akin to popular dance games in the tradition of
Dance Dance Revolution, and (c) a mixture of both approaches (see �gure 17).

Fig. 17. Screenshots of the dancing game from the rhythm and timing development
target in SDF showing the di�erent experiment conditions (left to right: a, b, c) for
motion instructions.

While quantitative results on game experience and performance showed no
consistent di�erences, observations and player comments indicated that the par-
ticipants were able to play with all three modalities. However, the overlay version
(b) required more introduction and training than the instructor character ver-
sion (a) and while the overlay version was eventually used by some participants
to foresee the coming actions, many participants had troubles with understand-
ing the instructions indicated by the icons, thinking, for example, that poses
should be held inde�nitely. The version with both displays (c) was confusing to
some participants, which led to SDF adopting the instructor character for the
continuing development.

Additional parallel studies that were carried out alongside the principal de-
velopment of SDF investigated the impact of di�erent interaction modalities for
range of motion and other movement related capability adjustments (leading to
the selection of the grid-based method over a more classic windows-icons-mouse-
pointer components based interface or motion-based input), reactions to being
informed or not informed about automated di�culty adjustments (leading to the
decision to spare attempts at avoiding any mention or visibility of the adjust-
ments), and the impact of di�erent modalities for presenting movement instruc-
tions comparing a virtual character to video based and real human instructor
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based instructions [140], with the latter study underpinning the adoption of a
virtual instructor for SDF, since the resulting performance was found to be sig-
ni�cantly improved over the performance achieved with a video instructor, while
there were no clear and consistent di�erences on the experiential measures aside
from a greater ease of understanding and preference of the human instructor.

The last major development and evaluation cycle included further implemen-
tations of the interaction work-�ow surrounding the core games (game menus,
pausing the game, etc.), validating the acceptance of intermittent non motion-
based quizzes that were implemented to ensure breaks between sessions of more
physically intense gameplay in order to avoid overstraining, as well as proto-
type �nalizations and polishing (including, for example, visual noti�cations and
guides if players left the trackable space in front of the sensor device). In a �-
nal study, the suite of movement activating games was employed in situated
use over a period of �ve weeks in individual therapy sessions in a large phys-
iotherapy practice. The study compared the usage and impact on performance,
experience, and on upper body �exibility and balance indicators, of (a) the suite
of games with purely manual settings with (b) the suite with semi-automatic
di�culty adjustments, and (c) classic therapy interventions without the games
[136]. Findings indicated that using the games bene�tted the perception of auton-
omy and presence expressed as need satisfaction components, while the classic
therapy sessions showed higher tension-pressure and e�ort-importance with all
measures being positively related to intrinsic motivation. While no signi�cant
di�erences were found on these measures regarding the two versions of the game
suite, automatic adjustments were preferred by the therapists, and the game
groups showed signi�cantly increased functional reach compared to classic treat-
ment [136]. For SDF these �ndings were interpreted to support the integration
of semi-automatic adaptivity, since it was not found to have notable negative
impacts on the player experience while therapists indicated a preference for au-
tomated support in adjusting the games to the individual patients (following
the semi-automatic miltestone-based pattern with threshold-limited linearly in-
terpolated game parameter settings that is mentioned above and detailed in the
chapter on Personalized and Adaptive Serious Games in this volume).

Fig. 18. Screenshots of two games that were part of the �nal SDF suite, a photo of a
player interacting with a third game from the suite, and a screenshot of the range of
motion con�guration component of the therapist con�guration interface.
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Project 3: Adaptify SDF had demonstrated, along with simultaneously devel-
oping related work, further aspects of the applicability of MGH in the context of
physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and prevention. The games were largely tailored
to motivate movements of broad characteristic classes, such as picking apples
from a tree (broad movements at medium or high, self-controlled speed), catch-
ing locusts (slow movements that require more accuracy) or striking balancing
poses with stretched out arms (very slow, highly controlled, endurance poses).
Many physiotherapy treatment programs can incorporate such elements, but
many exercises that therapists regularly work with were not explicitly present
in those games. The SDF games were also limited to a suite of mini games that
were very accessible but did not aim to provide a lot of alternation over time
and all games relied on a direct player-body to player-character mapping as the
core mechanism. While semi-automatic adaptivity was present, it required the
initial con�guration of milestones and no direct relation to the content, dura-
tion, or progression of traditional physiotherapy treatment programs was given.
Lastly, the optical tracking from the front limited the number of exercises that
could be reliably and accurately detected. The subsequent project Adaptify [2]
is currently en-route targeting these potential points for improvements, along
the design and implementation of a new series of prototypes for motion-based
games for health. Three MGH are being created, focusing on (1) the modular
extensibility to multiple exercises, (2) the implementation of more complex game
mechanics and elements of storytelling, as well as (3) generative content for im-
proved alternation in game play experiences. Adaptify targets adaptivity both
with regard to the personalization of therapeutic exercise programs, expressed
in series of exercising sessions (which are composed of sets of established ther-
apeutic exercises) over time, as well as in user capability and needs modeling,
which can facilitate the automatic generation of customized exercises, guidance,
and feedback.

Figure 19 shows the complexity of a project such as Adaptify that takes a
modular approach to the iterative user-centered design of MGH and the sur-
rounding ecosystem that is designed to support multiple MGH and future ex-
pansions with additional exercises. The project also focuses on adaptability and
adaptivity that encompasses overarching therapy goals and includes the design
and inclusion of a sensor mat (see �gure 23) to augment the vision-based full-
body tracking, in order to support a broader selection of exercises including
many exercises that are performed whilst kneeling or lying down and which are
central to the main use case of chronic lower back a�ictions. The project focus
on supporting physiotherapy was determined based on experiences and �ndings
in the prior projects, and also since physiotherapy presents a considerable sec-
tion of the health market, where increases in demand put notable pressure on
individual therapists, practices, and the system as a whole.

Games for Health in Physiotherapy. Taking Germany as an example, although
the number of practicing physiotherapists in in the country has more than dou-
bled since 2000 (data from 2000 to 2011), many therapy practices are operating
at capacity limits. Expenses of public health insurances on physiotherapeutic
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Fig. 19. Modular components of the general engineering model for the project Adap-
tify.

services have almost doubled from about 0.9 billion Euros in 1993 to 1.8 billion
Euros in 1999 [60]. The gross expenses have since increased to 2.9 billion Euros
in 2005 [3] and reached 4.4 billion Euros in 2015 [4]. Opportunities for saving
costs are in great demand and therapy guidelines already implement a larger
proportion of self-directed and at home exercising. Dynamic and �hands-o�� ex-
ercises in which the patient is not actively guided by a therapist are growing
in importance and the clinical indications of such approaches are positive [144].
In the context of reduced supervision, achieving a high and constant quality of
treatments is a major challenge. Next to the challenge that therapists, in many
ways, mirror aspects of the school that they were educated in, and that inter-
therapist agreement e.g. in quality of motion ratings is often not strong [114],
the self-dependent adherence of patients to exercise protocols is an important
factor for therapeutic success [144]. In this context, unchecked increases in the
number of prescribed exercises can lead to reduced compliance [66]. Individual
behavioral and socioeconomic factors are known to present further challenges
and even a life threatening diagnosis does not necessarily increase compliance
(e.g. in cardiac rehabilitation [77]). Further factors that have been found to cor-
relate with non-compliance are self-reported and factual barriers, lack of positive
feedback, and a sense of helplessness [131].

Improvements in compliance in the context of physiotherapy, prevention, and
rehabilitation (PRP), on the opposite, can be a achieved through strategies such
as (a) the frequent encouragement of patients, (b) stimulus control, such as wear-
ing training clothing, (c) cognitive strategies such as directing attention towards
the thoughts of a patient before, during, and after exercising, (d) time oriented
and �exible personalized goals from session to session and for the month, (e)
codes of conduct between patients and therapists regarding long-term goals, (f)
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including family members, (g) increased interactions with therapists and con-
sistent binding of therapists to patients, (h) goal oriented clubs, (i) increased
feedback regarding progress, (j) self-directed goals [77]. Furthermore it has been
shown that written exercise instructions with illustrations led to increased com-
pliance rates compared to purely verbal instruction for back pain exercises [127].
In this light, and considering the potential of MGH to provide, e.g., positive
feedback, clear and self-directed goals, encouraging guidance, and immediate
feedback, as well as a reliable and objective overview of the individual progress,
strongly suggest further explorations of MGH in the context of PRP, especially
for usage scenarios where patients would otherwise perform exercises without
immediate professional oversight by a therapist.

In summary, MGH for the support of PRP have seen increasing attention in
research and development over the past years and GFH have also been explored
for many other application scenarios ranging from speci�c maladies to general
�tness. First validated MGH are beginning to enter the market and the basic
promises of GFH are beginning to show real outcomes with broad audiences.
What is mostly missing are approaches to more overarching treatments, such as
protocols for data exchange not only concerning the health status of individual
patients, but also the MGH history and achievements. While aggregating infor-
mation from multiple GFH is extremely promising, and �rst GFH are beginning
to make use of game delivery and platforms that feature mechanisms for per-
formance data aggregation and exchange [47], there are a number of challenges
that remain with the developing ambitious GFH. We will discuss a selection of
prominent challenges in the following section.

5 Challenges with Designing and Researching GFH

While helpful design techniques and research approaches are available for GFH,
as illustrated above, a number of central challenges with researching, creating,
and evaluating GFH still remain. The following sections build on prior work
[133] and summarize challenges, adding additional aspects to those areas that
have already been mentioned in the prior sections, and discussing a number of
additional aspects that have only been touched implicitly in the remainder of
this chapter (namely truly user-centered design, sensing and tracking, practical
integration, safety and clinical validation, ethics, data privacy, and regulations).

5.1 Interdisciplinarity and Multiple Party Interests

As noted before, the �eld of GFH is highly interdisciplinary, with contributions
from many �elds of work with numerous respective sub-�elds, including research
with the �elds of human-computer interaction, game user research, game studies,
psychology, medicine, health sciences, and more; engineering, with sub�elds such
as graphics engines, networking, multi-sensor devices, etc.; design, with game
design, game asset design, user interface (UI) and UX design, sound design, etc.;
and health, with therapy, nursing, pharmacology, etc. and many others, which
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may or may not be actively involved. In addition, besides the patients or players,
multiple parties may interact with GFH or the surrounding projects and become
stakeholders with their own interests and impact, such as (a) health professionals,
care-givers or medical sta�, who use the applications in their line of work, (b)
guardians or relatives of patients who are interested in the well-being, safety,
and progress, (c) the researchers, designers, health professionals, and engineers
involved with creating the GFH, and (d) even co-players or bystanders who are
not directly involved with using the GFH for any serious purpose. Next to careful
user-centered iterative research and design as noted above, acknowledging the
interdisciplinarity of GFH, and proactively analyzing projects with regards to
potential interest groups can be helpful. Assuming di�erent lenses of re�ection,
such as investigator-speci�c, project-speci�c, and external factors [87] related
aspects of interdisciplinarity can help to avoid neglecting important angles.

5.2 Truly User-Centered Iterative Design

Approaching the conceptualization and design of GFH around multiple party
interests serves to illustrate a common misconception with user-centered design:
Encompassing a single user group often is not su�cient. This is aggravated by
the fact that test or evaluation candidates have to be swapped out frequently if
shortcomings are to be detected reliably, since users frequently adapt to existing
problems more swiftly than those problems can be detected and �xed across iter-
ative design and evaluation cycles. Thus, if evaluation participants are frequently
changing, it would perhaps be more adequate to speak of user-group centered
design. This, of course, implies the insight that GFH, at the beginning of an
interaction with a new player, are always optimized for a certain sample group
mean, indicating that there is still room (and often the need) to optimize the
game further for individual users. Thus, while user-centered design and partici-
patory methods are important, they often leave room for further improvements.
As the next section will discuss in more detail, manual adaptability and auto-
matic adaptivity play an important role in further optimizing GFH for individual
players. Yet again, testing adaptable and adaptive systems in an iterative man-
ner is complicated, since multiple game sessions are usually necessary in order
to gain any reliable evidence regarding the quality of the adaptation approaches.
Approaches range from simulating users with automated actors or recordings,
over collecting group-based information to provide a reasonable initial setup, to
the continuous development of the adaptability and adaptivity of a game as a
service after an initial release.

5.3 Heterogeneity and a Broad Range of Serious Goals: The Need

for Adaptability and Adaptivity

In addition to multiple party interests, the central challenge of adaptability and
adaptivity results from the highly variable individual abilities and needs of pa-
tients even within speci�c target groups and within the individuals themselves,
due to complex change over time. While GFH have great potential in terms
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of health applications, education, or behavioral change, an e�cient personal-
ization [62] and customization to groups and individuals is clearly a require-
ment. Despite notable setbacks and disappointments since the early beginnings
of adaptive software [75], the area has made great progress, and many commercial
and mass-market applications nowadays have adaptive features. It is therefore
not surprising that adaptive elements are increasingly being explored for usage
within games, be it for personalization regarding a single player, or for balancing
between multiple players [57, 107]. Adaptive techniques in the context of games
have been shown to have the potential to improve game experiences [9] and
are being discussed intensively especially in the context of motion-based games
for health [6, 119], due to the complexity of body-based input [70, 73, 136, 134]
and the related physiological health targets. While implicit game performance
data and physiological data play a self-evident role in measurements to perform
adaptation in GFH, psychological data and explicit user feedback can comple-
ment that information both as feedback data for �on-line� adaptive mechanisms
[98] and for determining presets [96]. Methods that are based on user-centered
feedback measurements also o�er great potential for e�cient generalizations and
transfer from one GFH application to another, since the outcome measures are
not relating to aspects of the game, but to aspects of the player [69].

The Role of Machine Learning and Data Analysis in Games for Health. In many
cases, due to the multivariate and nonlinear nature of measures and settings
in GFH, heuristics that are fully de�ned during development become hard to
employ e�ciently and may not be the optimal choice. Methods from arti�cial
intelligence, machine learning, and statistical data analysis, both with a frequen-
tist and Bayesian background, are not only employed in the larger context of
GFH development for research and evaluations, as well as for learning about
application scenarios etc.; they can also be employed for dynamic di�culty ad-
justments [76] and other kinds of adaptivity in GFH [62]. Examples range from
the heuristic analysis of facial expressions in order to determine the emotional
status of the players [63], over the usage of Bayesian methods for overcoming
cold-start problems [157], the usage of support vector machines for classifying
emotional states based on physiological player data (see discussion in the chapter
in A�ective Computing in this volume) such as galvanic skin response and body
temperature [30], reinforcement learning for determining challenge sensitive ac-
tions [8], and genetic algorithms for di�culty adjustments in platform games
[153], to neural networks for games for the support of rehabilitation [15], and
implementations featuring components of recommender systems [105]. Further-
more, the construction of dynamic user models [92] for supporting the continued
optimization of adaptive components can be helpful during development and af-
ter deployment [106], especially when complex multivariate �uctuations of player
preconditions are closely tied to the potential serious outcomes, as for example
in the application area of depression prevention [80]. Furthermore, games with
online functions and account management, and games with large player numbers
can allow for a continuous adaptation to individual players whilst also adapting
the parameters of the underlying models themselves [99].
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5.4 Sensing and Tracking

GFH frequently rely on special sensing and tracking devices, be it for direct
player input and control, for performance, action execution quality, or player
health status estimation, or to provide data for performance measures for adap-
tivity. Next to costs and maintenance, accuracy, and reliability can often be
challenging to achieve and maintain, although the increasing ability of a�ord-
able and durable consumer (multi)sensor devices such as optical body trackers or
wearables with motion-tracking capabilities are easing some of these challenges.
For example, the Kinect depth-camera based skeleton tracking has been shown
to provide comparable performance to professional optical tracking systems [50,
31], with some limitations due to the �xed tracking angle, yet some advantages
in terms of ease of use and calibration drift.

In some areas, the integration with professional medical devices, services,
and medical data management have to be considered early in the process, since
they can otherwise grow very expensive to implement. As examples like Snow-
World [72], where a virtual reality display was required to be submerged under
water during burn treatment, show, additional and highly unusual requirements
regarding hardware can occur with GFH. Early explorations investigating the
context for later situated use [136] of the GFH in a targeted domain can help
with foreseeing the requirements and early tests of sensing and tracking hard-
ware often lead to additional analysis methods, or modes, or to switching to
alternative hardware.

One aspect that is frequently overlooked is the strong likelihood that sensing
and tracking not only present challenges in accuracy, reliability, and calibra-
tion drift, any given combination of sensors will also not capture all information
that is relevant to determining the full objective state of a complex game-player
ecosystem. This strongly implies the perspective of augmenting the toolset for
professionals instead of replacing professionals in GFH, as not to lose the �exi-
bility and ability of embodied judgement provided by human professionals.

Lastly, when discussing sensing and tracking, it should be mentioned that
actuation also plays an important role in GFH. Especially with motion-based
games, exploring additional actuation channels in addition to the traditional
non-tactile audio-visual feedback provided by computing and gaming systems
can be bene�cial. While the SDF project mentioned above, for example, gained
notable bene�ts in tracking reliability due to employing the advanced depth-
image based tracking of the Kinect device compared to the di�erence image and
color-blob tracking employed in most prototypes from the WuppDi project, the
latter required players to hold sticks with bright-colored markers in their hands
and this tactile aspect of the interaction was missed by some testing participants
who got to experience both systems.

5.5 Practical Integration

The aforementioned potential special requirements with regard to the environ-
mental compatibility of hardware represent one important consideration regard-
ing practical integration. GFH only make for a worthwhile pursuit if they can
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eventually be used in the targeted application scenarios. In many cases this
means practices or clinics, where next to special requirements (e.g. with regard
to hygiene or electromagnetic shielding), the e�cient integration into existing
procedures is usually key. Experience from projects about MGH for the support
of physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and prevention at the University of Bremen with
deployments at multiple therapy practices have produced the expert guideline
that roughly two minutes per patient are the maximum time for adjustments
and calibrations in settings interfaces such as those pictured in �gure 20 that
therapists will tolerate on a regular basis, since the usual treatment blocks last
for only 20 minutes in total. Furthermore, manual con�guration should always be
optional, although clinic and practice leaders found it important to be able not
only to make customized treatment plans for groups or personalized treatment
plans for individuals, but also to be able to customize the whole GFH system
to encompass some of their respective branding as well as their own treatment
approaches or patterns.

In home or unsupervised usage scenarios, the setup has to be manageable
for novice users and spatial requirements can quickly become limiting, especially
with full-body based input. Lastly, acceptance is an important factor, and due
to the multiple interest groups unusually di�cult to achieve equally well in all
relevant groups for GFH. With health professionals, for example, it has proven
important to clearly develop and position GFH as augmentations and not as
potential replacements for the very health professionals who would oversee their
use with patients.

5.6 Safety and Clinical Validation

Both with supervised and unsupervised usage in healthcare environments and
at home, safety plays an important role and can be challenging to guarantee to
the required extent. MGH carry a risk of overexertion and the ties to health
applications mean that special health implications may be present with many
players. Even under supervision, patients have been observed to perform be-
yond their usual limits, which can be bene�cial and is part of the motivation to
employ games in health applications, but also carries the danger of both phys-
ically and mentally overstraining players. Clear information and instructions
regarding proper usage (�gure 21, for example, shows frequent embedded video
demonstrations of how a movement exercise should be performed in sPortal, an
experimental modi�cation of the game Portal 2 that was employed for a study
about motion-based game inputs for existing high quality commercial games
[152]) and potential dangers are important issues to be considered in the creation
of MGH. Furthermore, the implementation of heuristics for detecting dangerous
states and forced breaks or usage limits can be required. It has to be taken
into consideration that unnecessary interruptions due to false-positives can have
very negative impacts on the player experience in such cases. Next to careful
testing and cautious recommendation for usage scenarios that should only in-
clude tested contexts, the numerous laws and regulations that might apply to
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Fig. 20. Studies with physiotherapists in the context of the projects Spiel Dich Fit
and Adaptiy have indicated that the time required to successfully interact with ther-
apist con�guration interfaces for motion-based games for health for individual players
should be kept smaller than two minutes per patient. Accordingly, more e�cient in-
teraction modalities for mobile devices (right) are being explored as an alterternative
or augmentation to classical windows, mouse, icons, and pointer (WIMP; components
highlighted with color markings) interfaces on stationary or laptop devices (full classic
WIMP interface on the left).

the interdisciplinary application should be researched early in order to facilitate
implementations that respect these requirements.

For GFH respecting existing regulations will often mean that clinical trials
must eventually be pursued. While some clinical investigations of GFH have
been published [7, 10, 117, 22] and a larger number is currently underway, the
number is still very limited compared to the number of GFH that have been
developed and discussed publicly or published. The often prohibitive costs of
clinical trials are one reason, as is the duration that clinical trials require not
only for the execution, but also in planning with complex ethics approvals and
pre-studies for endpoint investigation to facilitate e�ect size estimations. These
aspects quickly sum up to multiple years of planning and preparation. In the
light of the usual speed of operations in the game development world, this aspect
represents a further point for frictions in the interdisciplinary �eld of GFH.

5.7 Evaluation Methods and Long Term Use

Not only are clinical or any reliable studies of GFH challenging to setup, due
to the hard-to-control environments that situated use of GFH usually entails,
due to the complications around acquiring participants for health-related stud-
ies, and due to the complexity of human-subject research with heterogeneous
subjects, but validated research tools are also often not readily available, since
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Fig. 21. A screenshot from the project sPortal where detailed instructions are deliv-
ered via integrated video during gameplay in order to achieve correct executions of
movement patterns without breaking immersion [152].

tools are originally made either for the investigation of health aspects, or for the
investigation of game user experience, yet not for a combination. This means
that tools are frequently challenged to include potentially con�icting sub-scales
and tradeo�s (e.g. regarding the importance of e�ciency and e�ectiveness). Fur-
thermore, research methods may feel intrusive to the players, interfering with
positive game experiences and also with health-related outcomes. While some
validated game user research questionnaires have been successfully used in recent
GFH studies (such as the player experience of needs satisfaction (PENS) ques-
tionnaire [122]), personality or player types also play an important role [112],
and health related endpoints (typically dependent variables in studies) are usu-
ally most important in clinical terms. These require domain knowledge for the
application use case. The combination of multiple research instruments further
complicates setups and analyses, and can quickly lead to survey fatigue and over-
strained study participants. It is therefore not surprising that clinical studies or
other controlled medium- to long term preclinical studies of GFH are still rare.
In this light, the careful piloting of studies, expert advice in selecting measure-
ments and target endpoints, as well as a limitation in the implemented features
of a GFH and in the number of study conditions can be strategies to approach
the aforementioned challenges.

5.8 Ethics, Data Privacy, and Regulations

As noted above with regard to safety, laws and regulations play a much more
critical role in many GFH when compared to games that are produced primarily
for entertainment. With patient data, data privacy becomes much more sensitive
than regular game performance data and even seemingly non-medical informa-
tion (such as a purely game mechanics oriented game performance measures)
can carry medical implications. This poses challenges when aiming to capitalize
on the promises of guidance and feedback in GFH (as discussed above), and also
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concerning learning for adaptivity across individual users and use cases, since
such aspects typically entail the transfer of player-patient data via the Internet
and the storage of said data on remote servers.

With regards to promises of bene�ts, claims regarding medical or therapeu-
tic e�ectiveness and potency require the cautious use of speci�c legal terms and
phrasing, and beyond adhering to regulations as required by law, it should be a
general concern to produce ethical GFH, which may in many cases mean limi-
tations beyond what is required by law. For example, while games for positive
health behavior change can make use of persuasive techniques, the users should
not be coerced into act in ways they would normally not approve of [65] and
creators of GFH should keep in mind that the data gathered from players inter-
acting with these games often has the potential to be a unique identi�er for a
given user, akin to a �ngerprint, since it stems from physiological origins.

6 Current Trends and Open Research Questions

In summary it can be said that, while a large number of research and devel-
opment projects on GFH have been completed or are currently underway, the
challenges around researching, designing, implementing, and using GFH in prac-
tice are still considerable and there is a lot of room for research and technical
innovation in the �eld. At the same time, it should also be highlighted again
that GFH do not necessarily have to compete with the highest quality commer-
cial games for entertainment, since they often rather compete with the existing
alternative applications regarding the serious health target [149]. However, the
pursuit of a higher production quality, of moving beyond mere (collections of)
mini games (see �gure 22 for an example collection of small motion-based GFH
from the project Spiel Dich Fit that feature micro stories due to being set in
di�erent vivid scenarios) into the domain of storytelling and more complex over-
arching game mechanics for improved motivation and longer adherence is one of
the trends that is currently occurring, after �rst GFH and MGH products have
started to take hold in the broader (health) consumer market.

Figure 23 shows the exemplary approach of the project sPortal [152], which
investigated a control layer abstraction to turn existing �rst-person games into
motion-based games [151]. In some cases, studies have shown greater bene�ts in
well-produced games without explicit serious focus than the bene�ts achieved
with explicit serious games (e.g. neurocognitive bene�ts from playing Portal
2 compared to Luminosity, a game designed speci�cally for cognitive training
[128]). With most GFH, however, the speci�cs of the targeted health aspects
likely make the usage of existing high quality games without large modi�cations
unreasonable, even if considerations about copyrights are put aside. As indicated
in the section on sensing and tracking, hardware devices, especially with (mul-
tiple) sensing abilities are major drivers of GFH development. This trend will
likely continue with new GFH being developed for existing medical or therapeu-
tics devices (such as the gait rehabilitation harness shown in �gure 23), other
devices becoming a�ordable enough for larger health market applications (as for
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Fig. 22. Screenshots from prototypes of a collection of small movement and cognition
stimulating GFH around familiar scenarios, such as a cruise ship (with a dancing
game), a shopping mall (with a calculation game shown in the top right and an item
matching game in the bottom right), or a garden (with an apple picking game) that
were produced for the project Spiel Dich �t.

example with pressure sensitive mats, as developed in the project Adaptify for
MGH that feature exercises where ground contact points matter; cf. �gure 23
on the right; other examples of similar mats from related research e�orts are
also available [145]), and new devices being developed or brought into medical
or therapeutic use speci�cally for coupling with GFH.

From the point of view of medical and health research, next to questions re-
lating to the given health target, general e�ects from health and medical research
are increasingly investigated with regard to their applicability with GFH, such
as the prevalence and impact of placebo e�ects [43]. Sensor fusion, mixed sources
of evidence, and the continuous integration into user and user-group models con-
tain numerous open ends for future research that can serve both game control,
di�culty- and health-target-related challenge adjustments, as well as potential
health analysis. From a health psychological point of view, the aspect of com-
petitive and cooperative multiplayer in the context of di�erent GFH application
areas requires further study, since the aspect of relatedness bears great promise
with regard to increasing motivation, whilst people show speci�c and culturally
in�uenced interplay in the context of health. On a similar note, the impact of
di�erent approaches to balancing and �nding tradeo�s between playfulness and
seriousness in terms of framing, presentation, and interaction with patients as
well as with health professionals, has yet to be explored systematically. Inter-
cultural research and research between di�erent socio-economic groups is also
still rare. Many existing research methods still require validation for use with
GFH, and new validated questionnaires combining aspects of player experience,
perceived health outcome, and treatment experience could bene�t a wide range
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Fig. 23. Left: The project sPortal explored a motion-rehabilitation harness suspension
together with motion tracking for walking in virtual worlds that could be employed
in GFH. Right: Early concept draft from the context of the project Adaptify of an
a�ordable sensor mat to support motion tracking of complex exercises that could not
be tracked fully adequately with optical motion sensing alone.

of individual research projects and greatly improve the comparability of results
across research projects.

Overall, it is clear that a host of additional speci�c questions awaits those
who attempt any use case speci�c project in games for health, and that evidence
in support of methods and approaches should be collected systematically [33].

7 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, the basic promises of games for health, namely motivation, guid-
ance, and analysis, are discussed together with background information on re-
lated �elds. To outline the complexity of games for health, the major contribut-
ing factors of interdisciplinarity of the �eld and heterogeneity of the users are
introduced. A number of challenges with corresponding approaches to tackling
these challenges are then presented. Based on a discussion of general design
principles, research and design of GFH is illustrated along the lines of several
motion-based games for the support of physiotherapy, rehabilitation, and pre-
vention. These projects, together with the overview of seminal works show that,
despite the considerable challenges, GFH are a worthy area of investigation with
great potential to improve health applications in many areas and to bene�t
from the considerable size of the health market. Recent trends are discussed
together with suggested topics for much needed further research. Progress in
technical developments and research will likely facilitate the much more ubiq-
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uitous deployment of games for health over the next years, if advancements in
personalization can be implemented together with reasonable integration into
existing health application procedures, and if the regulatory frameworks evolve
to facilitate GFH to enter health applications with as little friction as necessary.
In tight coupling with non-game applications and with data exchange between
multiple platforms, GFH stand to play an important role in the movement to-
wards a more quanti�ed and personalized overall approach to health. Due to the
possibility of aggregating much more detailed and comprehensive information
about the development of individual abilities, needs, and maladies over time,
this looming shift has the potential to empower individuals and to � in turn �
inform the rapid improvement of GFH and related health applications in the
near future.

8 Further Reading

� Beale I.L.: Video Games for Health: Principles and Strategies for Design and
Evaluation. Nova Science Publishers (2011).
The book focuses on the transfer of lessons from learning theory and tech-
nology to support procedures for the evaluation of the e�cacy of (mostly
educational) health games and their design components.

� Göbel S., Wiemeyer J. Games for Training, Education, Health and Sports:
4th International Conference on Serious Games, GameDays 2014, Darm-
stadt, Germany, April 1�5, 2014. Proceedings. Springer (2014).
This is a proceedings volume which covers a wide range of �elds with roughly
half of the chapters focussing on topics that are directly related to games for
health, while the other half focuses mostly on educational games.

� Ma M., Jain L.C., Anderson P.: Virtual, Augmented Reality and Serious
Games for Healthcare 1. Springer Science & Business (2014).
This book covers applications and games for health largely from the angle
of the virtual reality and virtual rehabilitation communities. Many practical
developments from a broad range of medical application areas are discussed.

� Primack B.A., Carroll M.V., McNamara M., et al: Role of Video Games in
Improving Health-Related Outcomes: A Systematic Review. American Jour-
nal of Preventive Medicine 42:630�638 (2012).
This review paper provides a concise overview of recent work in the area of
games for health together with a discussion of signs for aggregating evidence
of their role in improving health-related outcomes.

� Bauman, E.B.: Game-Based Teaching and Simulation in Nursing and Health
Care. Springer Publishing Company, New York (2012).
This book provides theory and practical guidelines for the application of game-
based teaching / learning and simulations in healthcare.

Online Resources.
http://www.ebgd.be/
http://gamesforhealth.org/
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http://www.cdgr.ucsb.edu/db/
http://gameswithpurpose.org/
http://www.seriousgamesdirectory.com/proj/health-care-medical/
http://www.�tness-gaming.com
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